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WHO WE ARE

I'm Annie, the founder of Laser + Grain.

I design, make and engrave wooden

products from my workshop on an

organic farm in deepest, brightest rural

Devon.

My partner and I first had the inspiration

for Laser + Grain when we were

converting our van in 2019 and

struggled to find beautiful, unique, and

eco friendly products that were suited

to van life. I began to dream about

launching a business that combined

our passion for designing and making

sustainably, with our love for the

outdoor life… Laser + Grain was born! 
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ENAMEL 
MUGS

8cm diameter enamel mugs laser 
etched with your design or logo! 

Compatible files are .svg .ai .pdf.
Maximum logo size of 55 x 55 mm.

Available in:

White with blue lip
Cream with red lip

Prices include:1 x single sided 
engraving per mug* with the same
logo on each mug. 

Extra engraving ie on base or side
£1.50 per area.

If you would like more than one mug
design per order, there will be a £6
fee for each extra design.

*Unless otherwise specified, the logo will be etched on the side of the mug that is facing
away from the person if it's held in their right hand (as pictured)

Bamboo keyrings, manufactured in the UK
from sustainable Moso bamboo from
licensed, managed forests

46mm x 34mm x 5mm pear shaped
bamboo, best suited to circular logo.

Your logo or design engraved, single sided
or double sided.

Hand finished in satin wood oil to protect
the surface.

Complete with metal jump ring connected
to 24mm nickel split ring.

KEYRINGS
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Inspired by life on the South Coast of
Devon and a passion for making
beautiful, unique and eco conscious
wooden products, our tide clocks are
very much our best seller!

Operating on a 12 hour 25 minute
cycle, our tide clocks indicate how
many hours are left until high or low
tide at your local beach. Not only
practical and stylish but also locally
made from sustainable timber, they
make the perfect gift for surfers,
rockpoolers, wild swimmers, sailors,
beach walkers or anyone who likes
to be beside (or in!) the sea!

TIDE 
CLOCKS

Made in Devon from sustainably
sourced, FSC registered birch ply

Sizings - Square: 11 x 11cm,
Circular: 14cm diameter, Time & Tide
clock: 29.5 x 15.5cm

Customised with your design or logo

Complete with metal hanging hook
and recyclable instruction card

Product labelling on the front edge of
box, so can be identified when
stacked on shelves

Powered by 1 x AA battery (not
included)

Please note: Our Tide Clocks are not to be used as marine navigational aids.
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FRIDGE 
MAGNETS

BOOKMARKS

 

Our eco-conscious birch ply fridge

magnets are made from sustainably

sourced timber. Engraved with your

logo or design. A great way to

communicate your brand.

50mm diameter, 3mm thick

Birch ply bookmarks, made from strong
but slender 1.5mm sustainably sourced
wood.

Your logo or design engraved on the
bookmark. A great way of reminding
customers of your business.

Hand finished with a beautiful tassel
attached with waxed cotton cord.

Dimensions: 150mm length, 38mm
width, 1.5mm thickness
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WALL
CLOCKS

Made in Devon from
sustainably sourced, FSC
registered birch ply. Engraved
with your logo or design and
with our unique wooden
hands.

Sizings - Circular: 14cm or 35
cm diameter.

Complete with metal hanging
hook.
 
Powered by 1 x AA battery
(not included)

COASTERS
 

Our birch ply coasters are made from FSC

registered timber.

Engraved with your logo/design and treated

with naturally derived, food safe treatment to

minimise stains and water ingress.

90mm diameter, 3mm thick
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BOTTLE 
OPENERS

 

Our beautiful engraved beechwood

bottle openers are complete with  

magnets to attach to the fridge.

Engraved with your logo or design

on the front, bottle opener and

magnets on the reverse. Handy size

to fit in your pocket, perfect for

adventurers and life on the road!

60mm diameter, 10.5mm thick

UNIQUE
GIFT

BOTTLE 
STOPPERS
 

Our beautiful bottle stoppers are

made with sustainably sourced

beechwood and natural high quality

grade cork and contain no synthetic

binding agents. Engraved with your

logo or design. Fits snugly within

the average wine bottle (non screw

top) 19mm diameter, 35mm length
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REAR VIEW 
HANGING DECORATIONS

CORK
TRIVETS

 

Our sustainable birch ply

decorations are a great way of

getting your logo seen! Made with

FSC registered birch and engraved

with your logo/design. Attached

with cotton cord to hang from the

rear view mirror of vehicles.

70mm diameter, 3mm thickness
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Made from naturally sustainable and

recyclable cork. Engraved your logo

and design. Naturally heat resistant

our cork trivets are ideal as a pot

stand or placemat.

190mm diameter, 10mm thickness



GET IN
TOUCH

We charge a £25.00• one-off configuration fee per logo This means that once we have

configured your logo, we will keep it on file ready for any future merchandise orders you would

like to make from our range and you will not incur this fee again.

There is no VAT to pay. Parcels are sent via Royal Mail tracked service and cost  between £8

and £20 depending on size of order.

We design and engrave all products ourselves in our workshop in Devon using equipment

powered by 100% renewable energy and only use recyclable plastic free packaging.

Suitable file types include:  .SVG .DXF (ASCII version) .PDF .PNG .AI

Our minimum order quantity is £75.00 excluding postage. Please contact us for a quote if you

require larger quantities than those listed.

In addition to our bespoke service, we also offer a full range of gifts and accessories which is

viewable on our website. If you'd like to stock Laser + Grain stock items, let us know which

products you'd like to list and we can handle the rest! 

We look forward to working with you!

`South Devon, UK

@laserandgrain

info@laserandgrain.co.uk

www.laserandgrain.co.uk
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  * Based on a supplying us with a laser ready file. If editing is required, we charge £25.00 per hour design fee. 

Please contact us for our artwork guidelines if you require any help
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